Liposarcoma is a particular form of soft tissue sarcoma. First described by Virchow in 1860, liposarcoma is a rare mesenchymal tumor [1] . It represents 14% to 18% of all malignant tumors of the soft tissues and constitutes the most frequent soft tissue sarcoma [2] . For the majority of authors, it affects adult after the fourth decade. Because of the unusual age, we report a case of largeliposarcoma of the dorsal surface of the trunk. The appearance of the operative part made us think of a possible malignancy. A 35-year-old man without a notable patient history was admitted for a mass of the back discovered three years before without any notion of trauma. The patient affirms the recent appearance of an induration motivating the consultation. There were no associated signs such rectorrhagia, hematemesis, emaciation, pain. The physical examination finds a patient in good general condition. Locally, there is a swelling of the right lateral part of the 1/3 middle part of the back. It is an oval swelling of 25 cm long axis. Any fat tumor having a size more than 5 cm must therefore receive special attention even before the fourth decade.
Introduction
Liposarcomas are generally rare and their incidence does not exceed 2.5 cases/million inhabitants/year [1] . This rarity is relative because liposarcomas still represent 14% to 18% of all malignant tumors of the soft tissues [2] . They are the most common soft tissue sarcomas [3] . They predominate at the level of the limbs (50%) but can also develop at the level of the trunk (33%) [2] . Because of the unusual age, we report a case of large liposarcoma of the dorsal surface of the 
Patient and Observation
A 35-year-old man without a notable patient history was admitted for a mass of the back discovered three years before without any notion of trauma. The patient affirms the recent appearance of an induration motivating the consultation.
There were no associated signs such rectorrhagia, hematemesis, emaciation, pain.
The 
Discussion
First described by Virchow in 1860, liposarcoma is a rare mesenchymal tumor [5]. Indeed genetic or traumatic factors could promote this differentiation of adipocytes [6] . Clinically, liposarcoma is in the form of a bulky mass generally greater than 5 cm in size. with the presence of some lipoblasts [3] as shown by the pathological examination of our operative specimen. Whatever histological type, surgical excision is the key to treatment. It may, in some cases be supplemented by radiotherapy and sometimes chemotherapy especially in multiple metastases or inoperable cases.
The prognosis of liposarcoma generally depends on the histological type, the size of the tumor and its extent at the time of diagnosis [2] . In all cases, recurrences are frequent and usually occur within 24 months after surgical treatment. Metastases are possible; the most common are pulmonary and hepatic and are haematogenous. However, liposarcoma of well-differentiated type is of better prognosis with a survival rate of more than 50% at 10 years [2] [3] . In addition, adequate initial surgical management combined when indicated with a wellmanaged adjuvant treatment can reduce recurrences.
Conclusion
Any fat tumor having a size more than 5 cm must therefore receive special attention even before the fourth decade.
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We received the patient's consent.
